Flowered by
“The science is real…
it's the cleanest line I've ever run, white ash,
full ﬂavored and not a hint of impurity that's what I'm talking about...”
– SoCal Commercial grower
(500+ lights)

Now available in the U.S. & Canada

Flowering Enhancer
is a PK additive that also contains calcium
and iron.
Flowering Enhancer acts as a CalMag
reducing the number of additives required.
Flowering Enhancer ACTUALLY improves
pH stability by over 500% unlike other PK
additives

Root-XS
The industry’s
best-performing root
enhancer

Flowering
Enhancer
PK with calcium & iron,
improves pH stability 500%

Resin-XS

OrganaBud

Increases resin & potency,
with no odors or PGRs

100% organics - kelp,
fulvics, vitamins, etc

Three-in-one Flowering Additive
That Makes Growing Easier

We are not your typical nutrient company
1. For ease-of-use, FloraMax packs multiple functions into each product; our 6 core
products achieve more than other line-ups over twice the size. With FloraMax,
growers do not have to deal with tedious dosing procedures - there is no waiting,
simply measure, pour then stir - and the pH stability is over 500% better than other
brands.
2. FloraMax is free of dangerous PGR’s and all products have a shelf life greater than
3-years. Also, every batch of FloraMax is manufactured by our in-house chemist.
3. We authored the 88 page FloraMax Hydroponics Manual – widely re-printed by
industry publications and grow magazines.

“

All products available
in 58 Gal and 265 Gal.
“Compared to the other PK
additives, we see a lot more swell
when using Flowering Enhancer.”
“Our plants are now
stronger
and
more
throughout ﬂowering.”

a

lot
rigid

“We use Flowering Enhancer
with our regular nutrient and the
improvement in pH stability and
solubility was obvious from the
outset. There is also no more leaf
yellowing from early ﬂower.

We support grow stores
We supply DIRECT from manufacturer to retailer and enforce MAP pricing. We do
NOT supply growers directly, nor permit on-selling via 3rd-party vendor platforms like
Amazon or Ebay.

All FloraMax products are chemically-engineered and manufactured in-house in Western Australia
Analytical Chemists and Horticultural Consultants Since 1966

“

FloraMax evolved out of one of Australia’s ﬁrst hydroponic nutrient manufacturers
(est. 1992). Following 25 years of nutrient manufacturing and research, the FloraMax
range was conceived from the crop trials and feedback of over 50 industry
professionals including highly experienced indoor commercial growers.

Soil AB / Coco AB /
Hydro AB

TESTIMONIES

Our development story

Ca-Mg-Fe: Cal-Mag that “bulletproofs” nutrients to pH 9.
System Maintenance: Prevents bio-ﬁlms & blockages
Clone Spray: Promotes growth and accelerates rooting speed
Silica: Highly concentrated with indeﬁnite shelf-life

WE TEACH THE ART OF GROWING…
Article excerpt: When growing indoors, higher
yields are obtained by training plants into a low,
wide and ﬂat canopy. This form promotes more
ﬂowering sites, and positions them in the light's
“sweet-zone”... This ‘form’ can be achieved
through a combination of “topping” followed by
Low Stress Training (LST)…. Read the full article
www.ﬂoramax.com/achieving-perfect-form/

Fig 1. Topping above the 2nd node. The 2 axillary
buds (in circle) grow out into 2 branches
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